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Abstract. The Semantic Web and Web services provide many opportunities in
various applications such as product search and comparison in electronic commerce. We implemented an intelligent meta-search and comparison system for
products through consideration of multiple attributes by using ontology mapping and Web services. Under the assumption that each shopping mall offers
product ontology and a product search service with Web services, we proposed
a meta-search framework to configure a customer’s purpose, make and dispatch
proper queries to each shopping mall, evaluate search results from malls, and
show the customer the product list with a ranking. Ontology mapping is used
for generating proper queries for malls that have different taxonomies of product categories. Also we implemented an inference based search engine using
ontology and Web services for each mall.

1 Introduction
The Semantic Web and Web services provide many opportunities in various applications using the Internet. We expect that product search and comparison in electronic
commerce will be one of the killer applications of such technologies. So far most
product comparison systems over multiple shopping malls depend on a keywordbased search or manual collection of comparison information [13]. The meta-search
engine [6, 10, 16] is one of those systems. However, shopping malls are offering their
own search and directory service for their products in their Web pages, so the keyword-based meta-search for those malls may become redundant. Moreover, it brings
inaccurate results because of difficulties of natural language processing [9].
Another problem of the keyword-based search is that it is very hard to configure a
customer’s exact preference for the product. For example, keywords are not enough to
describe a customer’s priorities and criteria for a product attribute such as ‘a television whose monitor size is larger than 15 inches’. Therefore, it is difficult to provide
an exact matching product to the customer because of incomplete representations of a
customer’s preference.
One more problem is that we can hardly evaluate and compare products with a
keyword-based search from the customer’s perspective. There have been increasing
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efforts [1, 2, 4] in industrial and academic areas to overcome the above problems, but
they still have limitations. For example, Mysimon.com categorizes and sorts products
by various attributes in order to help customers easily understand product information. But it is difficult for a customer to sort and compare products based on multiple
attributes at the same time.
We want to note that Web services can provide a new framework of the metasearch engine. Amazon.com is offering Web services that allow a variety of functions
from retrieving information about products to adding an item to a shopping cart. As
more shopping malls are expected to offer Web services, the meta-search engine will
be able to use Web services to collect structured product information. Especially
when the customer wants to compare products based on various attributes rather than
simple price, Web services will be the most appropriate alternative for the metasearch infrastructure.
However, there are still some problems in making and sending a proper query that
represents customer preference of a product for each shopping mall, integrating and
comparing the results from various malls with Web services. These problems results
from different taxonomies of shopping malls for product category names and product
attributes. To overcome the problem of different taxonomy, the meta-search system
needs to support semantic interoperability among malls. While the standardization
and integration of ontology are still progressing, it seems impossible that a single
taxonomy will be used in every mall. Therefore, we employed ontology mapping
techniques [3, 5, 8] to assure semantic interoperability among malls. Ontology mapping is the process in which we start with two source ontologies and generate a new
ontology that includes and reconciles all the information from the two source ontologies according to those semantic relations [12].
In this paper, we will suggest a meta-search and comparison framework under
which we can consider multiple attributes of a customer’s decision making when
buying. This framework uses Web services of shopping malls to acquire structured
product information, and compare products based on multiple attributes. Also we use
ontology mapping to handle different taxonomies. We named the meta-search and
comparison system Intelligent Product Information Search (in short, IPIS).
Section 2 briefly describes the architecture of IPIS. Section 3 explains the intelligent product search and comparison procedure using IPIS. Section 4 shows the prototype and search results. The last section provides conclusions.

2 Overview of the IPIS System
The objective of our research is to develop a meta-search framework capable of configuring a customer’s preference and capable of finding and evaluating products based
on the customer’s preference from various shopping malls. To achieve this goal, the
IPIS system should guarantee not only syntactic interoperability but also semantic
interoperability between IPIS and shopping malls. The structure is as follows:
2.1 Syntactic Interoperability with Web Services
A keyword-based search cannot thoroughly interpret the contents of Web pages due
to the limitation of natural language processing. Therefore it is quite hard to get
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structured product information by a keyword-based search. But Web services can
provide a method to gather structured information represented with XML from various malls. Syntactic interoperability in our approach means that we can get structured product information by sending a structured query to each shopping mall. Also
we can easily construct a meta-search engine by using Web services because it is
easy to send queries to and receive responses from multiple shopping malls with
Web services. But, syntactic interoperability does not deal with matters of semantic
interpretation [18]. Therefore even if we get structured product information, it does
not guarantee that we can interpret the content when shopping malls use different
taxonomies. With this regard, semantic interoperability is required to interpret the
product information.
2.2 Semantic Interoperability with Ontology Mapping
Semantic interoperability is “the ability of information systems to exchange information on the basis of shared, pre-established and negotiated meanings of terms and
expressions” [18]. Ontology mapping is one of the techniques for semantic interoperability. The difference of taxonomies among shopping malls brings about the following problems.
The first problem is the difference of product category names. For example, in the
case of ‘television’, it is represented as ‘television’ in Open Directory Project taxonomy [14], while represented as ‘TV & HDTV’ in Amazon.com. The second problem
is the difference of product attribute names. In addition to product names, product
attributes are different in each shopping mall. The third one is the difference of data
types and units of product attributes. For the same product attribute, each shopping
mall may use different data types or units.
The purpose of using ontology mapping in our approach is to interpret different
product category names, attribute names, data types and units of attributes. Also we
are going to compare products based on that interpretation. Therefore, ontology mapping is separated into product category name mapping and attribute name mapping in
the IPIS system.
2.3 Architecture of the IPIS System
IPIS System architecture (see Figure 1) consists of four key components. First, the
Interface represents a customer’s search purpose in a structured format. The customer
can input the desired product, attributes, and priorities of attributes in the Interface.
The Query Generator transforms the customer’s configuration into queries for each
shopping mall by using ontology mapping because shopping malls have different
taxonomies. Shopping malls process the queries to search for proper products satisfying the customer’s input and return detailed information of the products to the Product Evaluation Agent through Web services. The Product Evaluation Agent evaluates
and compares the results from shopping malls and shows the customer the list of
products with a resulted ranking and attributes. Detailed functions of each module
will be described in section 3.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the IPIS System

2.3.1 Interface
The Interface is used for the precise configuration of a customer’s preference for a
product. In order to represent a customer’s configuration, we used the Open Directory
Project as the category ontology base and product attribute ontology base. The Open
Directory Project (in short, ODP) is the largest, most comprehensive human-edited
directory of the Web. It is constructed and maintained by the vast, global community
of volunteer editors [14]. Figure 2 shows an example of product categories and
attributes related to ‘Consumer Electronics’ in ODP. The customer can select the
desired product in a given product category hierarchy. The customer can also input
product attributes, constraints, and priorities by using the Interface.
Product

Consumer
Electronics
url
price
model_name
manufacturer
item_width
item_length
item_height
weight

Audio

Consumer
Information

Home
theater

Home
Automation

Video

Television
moniter_size
flat_monitor
tv_type

Fig. 2. Product Category and Attribute Example of the Open Directory Project

2.3.2 Query Generator
The Query Generator is the most important module in the IPIS system because an
appropriate query for each shopping mall can give an appropriate answer. To make an
appropriate query, the IPIS system transforms an original query generated from the
customer’s configuration into individual queries for each mall because they are using
different taxonomies for a product category. Figure 3 shows an example of original
query and modified queries for each mall which are represented with RDQL [15].
The mapping ontology base is a mapping table constructed with matching product
category names and product attribute names of shopping malls for the words of the
ODP ontology. The purpose of the mapping ontology base is to enhance ontology
mapping speed. The word ontology base is used to extend product category names
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and attributes in ontology mapping. We constructed word ontology with the WordNet
[11] ontology.
SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, dmoz:television)
(?x, dmoz:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, dmoz:monitor_size, ?size)
(?x, dmoz:price, ?price)
(?x, dmoz:tv_type, “LCD)
AND
?size > 15 && ?price<600
USING dmoz FOR<http://www.dmoz.org#>

Original Query

Ontology based
Query Generator
Modified Query1
SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, aaa1:tv)
(?x, aaa1:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, aaa1:price, ?price)
AND ?price<600
USING aaa1 FOR<http://www.amazon.com#>

Modified Query2

Modified Query3

SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, bbb:television)
(?x, bbb:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, bbb:size, ?size)
(?x, bbb:price, ?price)
AND
?size >15 && ?price<600
USING bbb FOR<http://www.buy.com#>

SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, cc:tv)
(?x, cc:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, cc:size, ?size)
(?x, cc:price, ?price)
AND
?size > 15 && ?price<600
USING cc FOR<http://www.ebay.com#>

Fig. 3. An Example of Interpreted Queries for Various Malls

2.3.3 Product Evaluation Agent
The Product Evaluation Agent analyzes the product list from shopping malls,
evaluates the products based on the customer’s configuration, and makes the sorted
product list for the customer. The Product Evaluation Agent consists of two modules.
The first module extracts the values of product attributes from the product list, and the
second module evaluates the products by calculating similarities of extracted
attributes based on the customer’s configuration.
2.3.4 Intelligent Shopping Mall
The Intelligent Shopping Mall receives queries from the Query Generator and returns
the search results to the Product Evaluation Agent after query execution. The search
system of the Intelligent Shopping Mall exploits an inference based search engine as
one of the Semantic Web search engines that can perform various searches on product
properties like a database query.
Figure 4 shows the architecture of an intelligent shopping mall using Web services.
The inference based search engine executes the query received from the IPIS system.
The category ontology base and the product ontology base store product category
ontology and product attribute ontology respectively. Rules for inference which describe the relation between categories and attributes are stored in the rule base which
consists of Jena rules for OWL axioms for reasoning [7, 17]. The product data base
stores detailed product information of the shopping mall.
Product Search Agents
Web Services
Product List

Category
Ontology Base

Inference Based Search Engine

Product Attribute
Ontology Base

Rule Base

Product
Data Base

Fig. 4. Architecture of an Intelligent Shopping Mall using Web Services
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3 Intelligent Product Information Search Procedure with
Examples
This section describes the product search procedure of the IPIS system. The IPIS
procedure consists of four steps: configuration of a customer’s purpose, query generation, query execution, and product evaluation.
For a better understanding of the procedure, let us demonstrate the whole process
with a consistent example of product search. In our example, the customer’s search
purpose is to find a television whose price is less than $600, monitor size is larger
than 15 inches, TV type is ‘LCD’ and manufacturer is ‘Samsung’.
3.1 The Configuration of a Customer’s Search Purpose
Let us describe the configuration process. First, a customer selects the desired product
from the category ontology base, and then inputs attributes and his own priorities of
attributes. For example, a customer selects ‘television’ from category ontology and
selects ‘monitor size’, ‘manufacturer’, ‘tv type’, and ‘price’ as concerned attributes
for decision-making. Then, the customer inputs the criteria of attributes such as ‘> 15
inches’ for ‘monitor size’ and ‘< $600’ for ‘price’. Finally, the customer assigns his
personal priority to attributes with numbers between 1 and 10 such as 8 for ‘price’ and
10 for ‘monitor size’ which means that ‘monitor size’ is more important to him than
‘price’. We employ a semantic tree structure to represent the customer’s configuration
including product category, names, attributes, criteria, and priorities of attributes in
structured form. Figure 5 shows an example of the customer’s configuration with a
semantic tree structure.
Product
category

Consumer
Electronics

Priority

Attributes

Criteria

10

Home
Theater

monitor_ size
Television

8
8
6

manufacture
tv_type
Price

15

Inch

≥

dollar

≤

samsung
LCD
600

Fig. 5. An Example of a Semantic Tree for Customer Configuration

3.2 Query Generation using Ontology Mapping
An RDQL query can be generated from the semantic tree that represents the configuration of a customer’s search purpose as follows.
SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, dmoz:television)
(?x, dmoz:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, dmoz:monitor_size, ?size)
(?x, dmoz:price, ?price)
(?x, dmoz:tv_type, “LCD”)
AND
?size > 15 && ?price<600
USING dmoz FOR <http://www.dmoz.org#>
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The purpose of the query is to ask shopping malls about product information with
the customer’s configuration. But each shopping mall may not give an appropriate
answer to the above query because it uses a different taxonomy from ODP. Therefore,
it is necessary to interpret the current query into the form that each shopping mall can
understand.
To solve the above problems, the query generation procedure consists of three modules: Product Mapping, Attribute Mapping, and Query Conversion as shown in the
flow chart of Figure 6. Let us describe the detailed procedure of Query Generation.
Start
Find Mapping Class
in Mapping Ontology Base

Product
Mapping

Mapping Class
Exist

Mapping
Ontology Base
No

Product Category
Mapping

Yes

For each
attribute of
the product

Attribute
Mapping

Find Mapping Attribute
in Mapping Ontology Base
Mapping Attribute
Exist

Mapping
Ontology Base
No

Product Attribute
Mapping

Yes

Query
Conversion

Query Conversion

Queries

End

Fig. 6. A Flow Chart for the Query Generation Procedure

3.2.1 Product Mapping
The first step of Product Mapping searches for the matching product category name
of each shopping mall in the mapping ontology base. If a matching product exists in
the mapping ontology base, the time and cost of product mapping can be saved. In our
example, there was no exact matching name for ‘television’ in the mapping ontology
base. If there is no exact match like in the example, the module looks up the matching
product category name from each shopping mall’s ontology in real time.
The procedure of searching for a similar product category name cannot be completed with simple string matching because each shopping mall has a different taxonomy from that of ODP. For example, the product represented as ‘television’ in ODP is
represented in Amazon.com as ‘TV & HDTV’. In this case, we can solve the problem
by using synonyms. But unconditional use of synonyms and similar words can cause
a risk of selecting unexpected products because a word may have different meanings.
For example, there are three different meanings of ‘television’ in WordNet. The extension of the product category name uses synonyms and coordinate terms in WordNet. But synonyms and coordinate terms can also be changed as the meaning of the
product category name is changed. Therefore we need to determine the exact meaning
of the product category name in the configuration and extend the product category
name with appropriate synonyms and coordinate terms.
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Product Mapping consists of detailed steps like analysis, extension, searching, and
choosing. Let us describe these detailed steps.
(1) Analysis and extension of the selected product category name: We used hypernyms of the product category from WordNet to analyze the exact meaning of the
product category name. In the example of ‘television’, to find out which one is right
for the customer’s configuration among three meanings, we compared a serial category hierarchy that starts from the product category to the root category in ODP to the
hypernym hierarchies of three different senses of the product category name in WordNet. Figure 7 shows the category hierarchy of ‘television’ in ODP and three category
hierarchies of different meanings for ‘television’ in WordNet.
In Figure 7, WordNet hierarchy 2 has the same word ‘electronic’ in the middle
level ‘electronic equipment’ with ‘Consumer electronics’ in the ODP hierarchy. In
this manner, the analysis algorithm chooses WordNet hierarchy 2 as the exact meaning of ‘television’.
WordNet
Hierarchy 1

WordNet
Hierarchy 2

WordNet
Hierarchy 3

entity

entity

entity

……

……

……

instrumentality

instrumentality

instrumentality

telecommunication

electronic equipment

communication
system

Consumer
Electronics

broadcasting

receiver

telecomunication
system

Home Theater

television

television

television

Television

ODP

Fig. 7. Comparison between Category Hierarchies of WordNet and ODP

Once the exact sense of the product category name is determined, it extracts the
coordinate terms of the selected meaning as an extension set of the product category
name from WordNet. For example, the module brings {television receiver, television,
television set, tv, tv set, idiot box, boob tube, telly, goggle box} from the WordNet
ontology as an extension set of ‘television’.
(2) A Search for Matching Product Category Name: A search starts on each mall’s
ontology with an extension set of ‘television’ that was generated in the previous step.
We got ‘TV & HDTV’, ‘Internet TV’, and ‘All TVs’ from Amazon.com ontology.
After the completion of search for category names, we need to delete redundant category names for the product. To do this, the algorithm generates serial hierarchies for
category names by extracting all upper categories starting from the obtained category
to the root category. We generated three hierarchies in our example as follows:
/Product/Electronics/Gadgets/Internet Appliances/Internet TV
/Product/Electronics/Audio & Video/TV & HDTV
/Product/Electronics/Audio & Video/TV & HDTV/All TVs
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From the above result, we can identify that ‘All TVs’ is a subcategory of ‘TV &
HDTV’. In this case, we delete the subcategory from the list to avoid a redundant
search.
(3) Choice of Matching Product Category Name: After the completion of the search
for matching product category names, we should decide which product category
names are appropriate for the original product name. We compared the hierarchy of
‘television’ in ODP with the hierarchies of product category names in Amazon.com as
in Figure 8 to choose proper names.
ODP

Consumer
Electronics

Products

Amazon.com

Home
Theater

Electronics

Products

Television

Internet
Appliances

Gadgets

Electronics

Audio &
Video

Internet TV

TV & HDTV

Fig. 8. A Comparison between Hierarchies of Product Category Names and ODP

With the direct comparison of words in the upper categories, we may not decide
which one is more appropriate because both hierarchies have ‘electronics’. To find a
more appropriate name, we extended upper category names by using synonyms and
coordinate terms in WordNet ontology. From the result of upper category name extension, we found that ‘Audio & Video’ in the Amazon.com ontology is similar to
‘Home Theater’ in ODP. So, we selected ‘Home Theater’ as the final matching product category name. We constructed two measures - co-occurrence and order consistency - to estimate the similarity of the product category name to the product name in
ODP. Co-occurrence is the calculation of all the similarities of product names by
using the similarity of each category name in each category hierarchy. Order consistency is the calculation of the similarity based on comparison between a category
order of the ODP hierarchy and category orders of the two hierarchies in Amazon.com. Even if two hierarchies have the same categories, they may have a different
similarity along their category order.
Once Product Mapping is completed, the matching product category name is
stored in the mapping ontology base to enhance next search and avoid the repetition
of the same procedure for the same product category name.
3.2.2 Attribute Mapping
After the completion of Product Mapping, the Attribute Mapping module searches for
matching attribute names in a similar manner.
The Attribute Mapping procedure is almost the same as the Product Mapping procedure except Attribute Mapping does not consider the hierarchy of attribute names
because there is no attribute hierarchy in the shopping mall ontology. Therefore the
similarity is calculated based on only the attribute name. First of all, the attribute
mapping module tries to find a matching attribute name from the mapping ontology
base. If it fails, the module starts the main attribute mapping procedure by finding
matching attribute names in each shopping mall’s ontology. If it also fails, then it
extends the attribute name by using the WordNet ontology like Product Mapping as
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shown in section 3.2.1, and searches for similar attribute names in each shopping
mall’s ontology with synonyms and coordinate terms of the original attribute name in
the WordNet ontology. If an appropriate attribute name was found, it stores the name
in the mapping ontology base for the next search. For example, some attributes like
‘price’ and ‘manufacturer’ can be directly found in the Amazon.com ontology. But
the attribute ‘monitor_size’ of ODP can be matched to ‘screen_size’ of the Amazon.com ontology by using attribute name extension with synonyms and coordinate
terms.
If the Attribute Mapping module cannot find a matching attribute name from a
shopping mall’s ontology, then it deletes the parts of the query concerning the attribute name from RDQL query. In our example, the attribute ‘tv_type’ was deleted because there was no matching attribute in Amazon.com.
There are additional steps of Attribute Mapping in order to solve the difference of
data types and units. In the data type transformation step, we classified data type into
two types - string type and numeric type. Next we converted each type to the opposite
type if it is needed. For example, if the attribute ‘screen_size’ is the string type in
Amazon.com and the corresponding part of the query in the customer’s configuration
is ‘monitor_size’, then we convert the type screen_size to numeric type and make a
new query for Amazon.com.
When the unit of an attribute is different, we applied pre-built unit changing rules
to change the unit of the attribute. For example, one shopping mall may use ‘lbs’ as
the unit of weight though a customer uses ‘kg’. In this case, the unit can be transformed to the other unit by using pre-built unit changing rules.
3.2.3 Query Conversion
As the last step of query generation, the Query Generator generates queries for each
shopping mall after the completion of all mappings. Figure 9 shows the original query
from the customer’s configuration and the interpreted query for Amazon.com after the
completion of Product Mapping and Attribute Mapping. The product name was
converted to ‘TV & HDTV’ from ‘television’ and the attribute ‘monitor_size’ was
changed to ‘screen_size’. The attribute ‘tv_type’ and its value ‘LCD’ are deleted from
the query because there was no matching attribute name to ‘tv_type’ in the
Amazon.com ontology.
SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, dmoz:television)
(?x, dmoz:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, dmoz:monitor_size, ?size)
(?x, dmoz:price, ?price)
(?x, dmoz:tv_type, “LCD”)
AND
?size > 15 && ?price<600
USING dmoz FOR <http://www.dmoz.org#>

SELECT ?x
WHERE (?x, rdf:type, amazon:TV&HDTA)
(?x, amazon:manufacturer, “samsung”)
(?x, amazon:screen_size, ?screen_size)
(?x, amazon:price, ?price)
AND
?screen_size > 15 && ?price<600
USING amazon FOR<http://www.amazon.com#>

Fig. 9. An Example of Query Conversion

After generating queries for each shopping mall, the Query Generator sends modified queries to corresponding malls.
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3.3 Query Execution in Shopping Malls
Query Execution is performed in Web services based shopping malls that receive
queries from the Query Generator. The search procedure of Query Execution depends
on each shopping mall’s policy and system. For example, some shopping malls may
use a keyword-based search to answer the query, and other shopping malls may convert the RDQL query to a database query and get the answer from a database. As one
of the alternatives for search engines, we constructed an inference-based product
search engine that performs a search by using the product category and attribute ontology, a rule base, and product data base. We used Jena API [7] to implement the
inference based product search engine.
The objective of the inference-based product search engine is to perform a query
execution based on various attributes like a data base query execution. To achieve this
objective, we translated the content of the product data base into an RDF file and
executed an RDQL query on the translated RDF file. But we cannot perform accurate
query execution based on attributes with direct translation of the data base. For example, if required information is separately stored in two tables instead of one table, we
should integrate the information of two tables by joining them. In order to join the
two tables, we need rules about the relation between the two tables like the foreign
key constraint in DBMS. The rule base stores such rules that are required to generate
an RDF file on which an RDQL query is executable. Those rules define the relationship between product categories and attributes. Figure 10 shows the architecture of
the inference based product search engine. The Rule Reasoner translates the contents
of the product data base into an RDF file by using the ontology base, rule base, and
the product data base. The Query Reasoner performs the given RDQL query on the
RDF document and other ontology bases, and completes the search on various attributes. The search result is returned to the IPIS system through Web services.
Product List

Query

Inference base Search Engine
Ontology
Loader

Category
Ontology
Base

Product
Attribute
Ontology Base

Rule
Reasoner

Query
Reasoner

Hybrid Chain
Reasoner

Query
Executor

Rule
Loader
Rule
Base

Product
Data Base

Fig. 10. Architecture of Inference Based Product Search Engine

3.4 Evaluation of Products
The Products Evaluation procedure consists of a product information analysis and
similarity calculation. In the product information analysis step, the module receives
the product information through Web services from shopping malls. Then it analyzes
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the product information and extracts attribute names and values of each product. The
module uses automatically generated RDQL queries to extract product information
because the messages through Web services are represented with OWL. As the last
step of the product information analysis, we calculated the distances of every attribute
between the customer’s configuration and the tracked product. The distance of each
attribute is calculated in consideration of the attribute name, value, and criteria. The
algorithm calculates the distance for attribute name and value by using the difference
of strings and numbers. For criteria, the distance is 0 if the value satisfies a criterion
of the attribute, 1 if not. When a unit is different, the module changes the unit with
translation rules to calculate the distance. The distance of each attribute becomes
normalized between 0 and 1.
In the next step, the similarity calculation module integrates every distance of the
attributes to calculate the similarity of each product. We used a general similarity
calculation method to evaluate products. The customer’s priorities for each attribute
are changed to attribute weights. We calculated the weighted sum of distances with
the distances and weights of every attribute. Finally, we ranked products by their
similarities to the customer’s configuration. After the completion of Product Evaluation, it prints an ordered product list for the customer, as illustrated in Figure 11.

4 Implementation and Results
We developed an IPIS prototype which consists of an Interface, Query Generator,
and Product Evaluation Agent. We also constructed two prototypes of intelligent
shopping malls using Web services by implementing an inference based search engine
and ontology with the information from Amazon.com and Buy.com. Therefore, users
can search for and compare products of Amazon.com and Buy.com by using our prototype.
4.1 Implementation
Figure 11 shows the example of product search results and the functions of each small
window in the IPIS system which is implemented using Java. In Figure 11, part number 1 is the window where a customer can choose a product category from a tree
formed hierarchy. The hierarchy for the selected category appears in part number 2.
The customer can input product attribute names, values, priorities, types and units in
part number 3. The attributes that the customer can select are determined by the selected product category. For example, if a customer selects ‘television’ as product
category, the attributes that the customer can select for ‘television’ are ‘manufacturer’, ‘price’, ‘monitor_size’, etc. Part number 4 shows a product list with the rank
that is found with the configuration in part 3 from Amazon.com and Buy.com.
If a customer wants to add new criteria on the attribute ‘moniter_size’ to the configuration, the customer can pop up an edit window by clicking the ‘Edit’ button in
part 3. Figure 12 shows the edit window to set an attribute’s name, value, type and
priority that represent the criterion ‘monitor_size >= 15 (inch)’. The customer can
assign priority with a number between 1 and 9.
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1
2

3

4

Fig. 11. Product Search Results in the IPIS System

Fig. 12. An Edit Window for Attribute Input

4.2 An Example Comparing the IPIS System and the Keyword-Based Search
Table 1 shows an example that compares search results from the IPIS system and
keyword-based search results from Amazon.com. The target product of the search is
‘television’ whose ‘manufacturer’ is ‘Samsung’, ‘tv_type’ is ‘LCD’, price is less
than $600, and ‘monitor_size’ is larger than 15 inches. From the experiment, we
were able to find five products satisfying all criteria from Amazon.com with the
IPIS system.
In the keyword-based search of Amazon.com, we made keywords as ‘television
Samsung LCD 600 15’ to represent the target product. However there was no retrieved product when we included the desired price in the keywords as noted in the
second and third row of Table 1. Therefore we excluded the price value and the monitor type value from the keywords, and we could get 19 products. In order to examine
the accuracy of the keyword-based search, we manually checked each product to see
if the product satisfied the customer’s configuration. We found 4 satisfactory products
among them. When we added monitor size shown as the fifth row of Table 1, we got
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3 satisfactory products among 4 products in total. In this example, the IPIS system
was more accurate than the keyword-based search. Therefore we expect that customers using the IPIS system can save the time required for various keyword-based
search trials to acquire accurate results.
Table 1. Product Search Results in the IPIS system and Amazon.com
Result of
IPIS
# of
products

5

Keyword Based Search Results of Amazon.com
Keywords

# of
products

# of products
satisfying criteria

television samsung LCD 600 15

0

0

television samsung LCD 600

0

0

television samsung LCD

19

4

television samsung LCD 15

4

3

4.3 Discussion
One of limitations in our system is that we assumed every shopping mall uses Web
services. In a commercialized system, the IPIS system should support traditional
shopping malls which are based on HTTP. Also, most shopping malls do not provide
their own ontologies for product category names and attribute names. Actually we
constructed each shopping mall’s ontology by collecting required product information
from their Web pages.
In addition, we did not prove that our IPIS system was more accurate and efficient
than the traditional keyword-based meta-search engine because the experiment was
limited. We just tried to show an example of a better case. We are planning to conduct
a more precise experiment to prove the advantages of the IPIS system.

5 Conclusion
We have designed and implemented an intelligent product information search framework using ontology mapping and Web services which has a taxonomy free architecture for meta-search and comparison. Although shopping malls of our systems have
the same inference system, our architecture can be easily extended to heterogeneous
systems by using the Semantic Web and Web services. We expect that our system
will show the opportunities and challenges of the Semantic Web and Web services in
electronic commerce.
Web services can be actively utilized in the area where information should be exchanged repeatedly and periodically such as in B2B exchange. However the difference in ontologies can be an obstacle of information exchanges. Ontology mapping is
one of the techniques that solve the semantic difference. We expect that the integration of Web services and ontology mapping will be a powerful solution for automatic
information exchanges between software programs and agents.
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